Year 11 WJEC Level 1 and 2 award Hospitality and Catering

**Unit 1 LO1- Multiple choice and longer exam style questioning. (15)**

Types of service- p.6,7
Commercial establishments- p.8,9
Standards and ratings- p12, 13
Job roles within the industry- p14,15
Factors affecting the success of a hospitality and catering- p.22,23,24

**Unit 1 LO2- Multiple choice and short questions. (10)**

Large/small equipment- p33,34
Dress code- p35, 36, 40.
Workflow- p38, 39

**Unit 1 LO4 Multiple choice and longer exam style questions. (15)**

Food-related causes of ill health- p56,57
Role of EHOs- p60, 62
Food safety legislation- p63
HACCP- P64,65
Types of food poisoning- p69, 70, 71
Symptoms of food-induced ill health- p72,73,74

**Unit 1 LO5 Multiple choice and longer exam questions. (20)**

Propose a hospitality and catering provision- p76, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83.